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The world’s leading professional indemnity insurer for transport
professionals

The role you perform is often complex, always critical and invariably subject to a high degree of exposure and
responsibility if things go wrong. So, you need to make sure your professional indemnity insurance is right.
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What's new

NEWS: Maintaining business continuity during COVID-19

WEBINAR: Recording of naval architecture webinar
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PRESS RELEASE: Port agents should keep principals informed of increased costs

PUBLICATION: Naval architecture wire

CIRCULAR: Coronavirus loss prevention checklist

ARTICLE: May the force majeure be with you

PUBLICATION: Insurance broker wire
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PUBLICATION: Claims Review

COVID-19 INFORMATION AND RESOURCES
Read our information and resources

ITIC provides professional indemnity insurance at cost

ITIC is the mutual insurer for the transport industry with no external shareholders or underwriters
to take a profit from the business.

Find out more reasons to choose ITIC 

Get a Quote

Fill in the relevant proposal form to receive a quote.

Make a claim

Guidance on how to report a claim.

Talk to our experts

Contact us at ITIC.

+44 (0)20 7204 2928
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